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SEALS "JOURNEY" WITH TOPONYM PRESLAV AND PRESLAVITSA AND THE FIRST HALF OF THE ELEVENTH CENTURY

(Summary)

It is a well recognized fact that the seals travel. with the correspondence fastened by them. The starting point of departure is considered the place (town, office) in which the document is issued, and as an endpoint is taken the place where today we find the seals. They have arrived at that place with the fastened up documentation. Therefore, they travel. together with the document from its place of issue to the place of delivery. This is the subject of scientific inquiry. Seal Journey. with toponyms Preslav and Preslavitsa in the first half of the eleventh century. The main problem that stems from their existence is whether two different settlements stand behind them, identified by Preslav (Great Preslav) and Preslavitsa (Little Preslav); or two different forms of writing in the same settlement - the former Bulgarian capital Preslav in the years of Byzantine rule, in particular - in the first half of the eleventh century. There are attracted 46 copies of the two groups of holders: strategists and komerkiars.